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Abstract: Tachograms of cardiac patients and of
healthy pensons were investigated to compane the 30
minutes with the 24 hours heart rate variability analysis
results Two basic non-linear methods were used in this
study, the symbolic dynamics and the renormalized
entropy. The result of this investigation is the prove of
the insufficiency of non-linear short time heart rate
variability analysis
INTRODUCTION

To classiS multiple rhythm

changes

in

heart rate

variability GRD time and frequency domain measures are
less successfirl. Measures from non-linear dynamics enable
to quantif some of the complex structures in heart rate
time series [14]. We conducted this study to investigate
the 24 hours behavior of the measures from symbolic
dynamics and renormalized entropy and to compare the
long-time (24 hours) with the short-time (30 minutes)
results.
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From this qymbol sequence we analyze words of length six.

Words consisting only

of the symbol '0'

represent a

decreased variability whereas a high percentage
word '11 I I I I' is a marker for an increased HRV.

of

the

B. Renormalized entropy

The renormalized entropy is a complexity measure,
which measures the complexity of any state in relation to a
reference state. We investigate two tachograms with the
respective density distribution estimates fo(x) and f,(x).
The renormalized density distribution f.1x1of fo(x) is
defined

as:

r

r,(*)'=-fo(*)] ,

(4)

J r.t*loo*

where T is the root of the following integral equation:

METHODS

I,"[r,o[ffi""']*=,

A. Symbolic dynamics
According to equation
t2,

(l) the RR interval time series

tt,...is transformed into a symbol

tr,

sequence 51, 52, s3,...

with symbols from the given alphabet {0,1,2,3}.
[0 !r < t,, < (l + a)'p

ll (l+a)'!r<t,,<@n-1,2,3,"'
1, (l-a).F<tr, <fr
I
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,where 'p'

[3 0.tn s(l-a)'p

is the mean value of the time series t1, t2,
t:,... and 'a' is a constant equal to 0.05.
In this way we lose some detailed information but it
enables us to arlu.lyze the coarse dynamic behavior in the
time series. The information we obtain from the probability
distribution of lenglh three words (words that consist of
three symbols from the alphabet {0,1,2,3}).
From the word distribution we calculate the Shannonand Renyi entropies (order 0.25 and 4.0), the 'foöidden
words' and the percentage of words consisting only of the
symbols '0' and '2' (additional 'l' and '3') which are
suitable measures for the complexity in the time series.

An additional mode of

developed to detect low

(5)

qymbolic dynamics was
or high variability epochs in the

time series:
The RR interval time series t1, t2, t3,... is transformed
into a symbol sequence following formula (2) and (3).

Renormalized entropy is defined as the difference of the
Shannon-entropies of the renormalized distribution
and of f, (x).

fr(*)

The estimation of the distributions of both tachograms
is based on a spectral estimation, which leads to reliable
results in differentiating healthy persons from high risk
patients for sudden cardiac death [4].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The non-linear parameters were calculated from 30
minutes periods shifted through 24 hours tachograms. In
that way we calculate 48 values of one parameter for one
person.

To compare the 30 minutes with the 24 hours results
the parameters'renormalized entropy','forbidden words'
and 'phvar2O' were chosen (see Figure 1-3).
We assume an extreme behavior (that means physical
or psychical stress or pathological changes) if the values of
'renormalized entropy' are greater than zero, if the number

of 'foöidden words' is gleater than 35 or if 'phvar20' is
less than 0.005.
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0.005) of the cardiac patients over the 24 hours are shown.
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In table 2 the percentage of normal behavior
('renormalizd entropy' less than zoro, number of
'forbidden words' less than 35, 'phvar20' greater than
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renormalized
entropy < 0.0
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<35

Phvar20
> 0.005
0/41

cardiac I 7l4l
u4l
cardiac 2 r0l4l
814l
v4l
Table 2: Percentage of normal behavior (cardiac patients)
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In table 3 the 24 hours mean values of the parameters
for the healthy persons and for the cardiac patients are to
be seen. These mean values clear differentiate between

The 24 hours behavior of renormalized entropy
of two healthy and of two cardiac patients

both groups. The mean value of 'renormalizeÅ entropy' of
the healthy subjects is less than zero whereas it is greater
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than zero for the cardiac patients. The parameters
'foöidden words' and 'phvar20' show the same
classification results.
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healthv I
healthv 2
cardiac I
cardiac 2

renormalized
entropv

foöidden words

phvar20

-0.1623
-0.1221
0.3098
0.1954

22.5000

0.0647
0.0135
0.0004
0.0006

3: 24

27.7708
41.6585
37.7561

of the parameters
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'renormalized entropy', 'foöidden words' and 'phvar20'
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Figure 2: The 24 hours behavior of 'forbidden words' of
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two healthy and of two cardiac patients
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I

shows the percentage of the extreme behavior

over the 24 hours from two qrpical healthy zubjects.

renormalized
entroov > 0.0

foöidden words

>35

Phvar20
< 0.005

healthv I 4148
8/48
t4148
healthv 2 2148
4t48
24148
Table l: Percentage of extreme behavior (healthy subjects)
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These results show that 30 minutes heart rate
variability analysis is not suffrcient for a reliable
classification if we are using only the non-linear
parameters 'renormalized entropy', 'foöidden words' and
'phvar2O'.
For clinical investigations tachograms from 24 hour
Holter recordings should be prefened because of the
possible occurring misclassifications.
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